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A learning organization is the term given to a company that incorporates ongoing learning by its members to 

continuously transform itself and stay competitive.  In order to keep current with your industry’s newest products and 

processes as well as understanding what is happening on the economic landscape, your organization must rely on new 

insights and increased knowledge of your workforce.  It also requires that the leadership be proactive in maintaining 

positive employee engagement, which includes continuous professional development opportunities. 

According to Deloitte’s 2015 research report, Becoming Irresistible, an organizational culture that promotes and 

embraces learning brings positive results.  Here are two examples from the report: 

• Organizations with a strong learning culture have 30-50% higher engagement and retention rates. 

• Organizations with a strong learning culture are 92% more likely to develop novel products and processes, 52% 

more productive, 56% more likely to be the first to market with their products and services, and 17% more 

profitable than their peers. 

• Employees under the age of 25 rate professional development as their number one driver of engagement, and 

this is the number two priority for workers up to age 35. 

 

If continuous learning is at the heart of your organization’s ability to survive and grow, you will begin to look at your 

business challenges in a different light.  Every challenge presents your workforce with an opportunity to grow and 

stretch beyond its normal comfort zone.  Obstacles and setbacks can be viewed as opportunities to learn something 

about your company’s health, the industry you are a part of, and/or the individuals who work with your company.  A 

learning organization relies on the wisdom and talents of its workforce to inform and transform the company so that it 

maintains a strong competitive edge. 

John Wooden, the infamous UCLA basketball coach, who led his teams to 10 NCAA titles, claims part of his success was 

developing a learning model with decision-making components.  The tenets of this model are applicable to the 

workplace learning organization.   Coach Wooden would model the right way to do something, then model the incorrect 

way, then remodel the right way.  He was famous for stating, “This not that—here not there,” as he instructed his 

basketball players how to construct a point.   

Wooden would teach in chunks by showing the complete basketball move and then break the move down into the 

individual sequential elements.  Players would practice the coach’s designed game strategies and basketball moves 

together so that they were aware what worked, what didn’t work and why.  This is a good example of how smart leaders 

can encourage members of learning organizations to continually improve skills and enhance talents—skills and talents 

that move the company forward and allow everyone to have ownership in the success.   

The UCLA players practiced situations that would occur in a real game.  Over time the players became more proficient at 

doing things correctly, even under pressure.  Just like members of a learning organization, it is only part of the equation 

to see the big picture, but this needs to be followed by strategic practice, where individuals can understand what works, 

and what doesn’t and why. 
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How are you encouraging the continuous learning of your workforce?  How do they share and integrate new knowledge 

into the organization?  How do you use challenging situations to make your company stronger?  Your workforce is your 

greatest organizational asset.  Allowing for continuous learning opportunities and professional development will assure 

a stable business that can successfully navigate through changing times. 

Visit www.strategicpeoplesolutions.com to learn how we help business professionals solve the business challenges that 

are holding them back!  We are here to help you improve business performance, enhance leadership skills and thrive 

during this period of economic uncertainty. 
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